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In this poster  we investigate the solutions of the important nonlinear partial differential equation Rosenau-
Kawahara-RLW. 
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Parameters: Solutions: 

By coupling the generalized Rosenau-RLW equation with the generalised Rosenau-Kawahara equation the 
generalised Rosenau-Kawahara-RLW equation is obtained [6]: 

We will study this equation in the form of                                                                          which multiplied with       
gives: 
  
 
 
After integration in relation to        between the limits              and               large enough, so that if the solution is a 
soliton, its peak is placed between the two values       and        , and                                   .   

By doing the calculations we obtain (energy conservation law): 

The expression                                                             is constant over time. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

We can reduce the number of degrees of fredom in the previous equation, by transforming the NPDE into a 
NODE, by using as unique variable                : 

By integrating (4) in relation to      and vanishing the integration constant, we get: 

(4) 

(5) 

We can apply the sin-cos method for the equation (5). Thus, we can express a general solution to this equation in 
the form: 

(6) 

From the balance of the maximum powers of the cos function we find: 

(7) 

The solutions of the equation system are: 

(9) 
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We group the terms according to his powers              and equaling zero coefficients. We get an algebraic system of    
3  equations with unknowns           :   

(8) 
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